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  The  socio-political  situation  in Canada  since  the late 1950's has greatly changed.
After the death of, Maurice Duplessis, the Liberals under  Jean Lesage won  the
election  in 1960. Since then  there has come,  what  is called,  "the  quiet revolution,  la
r6volution  tranquille" in Quebec. Lesage insisted on  "liberation"  meaning  that the
French-speaking  people must  be free frQm the control  of  the English-speaking  people
in various  fields uch  as  governrnent, economy,  education  and  culture.  This idea of
Lesage's has been inherited and  developed into the revolutionary  idea, "souverainete-
association,"  by  the present government  the Parti Quebeceis led by Rene  Levesque.
  The  movement  of  Quebec towards  separatisrn  has been threatening  Canadian
national  unity  from the inside. On the other  hand, from the outside  of  Canada, there
has also  come  a  big wave  to threaten Canada  nationalism,  that  is to say,  the huge
influence of  the United States of  Arnerica. This  means  that not only  the dominating
power of American  economy,  but also  the continuous  infiow of  American  culture
through  magazines,  newspapers,  movies  and,  above  all, radio  and  television has come
to be a fear to those Canadians worrying  that  Canada  might  be assimilated  or
absorbed  by America  in the near  future.
 Many  scholars  concerned  with  the effects  of  this phenomenon  in Canadian society
have been trying to examine  the problems  of  Canadian culture.  And  also  rnany
Canadian artists,  who  became  aware  of  the crisis  of  "Canadian  identity," started
creating  their own  culture  in the 1960's. As  a matter  of  fact, it was  at the opening
of  the sixties  when  a  great number  of  scholars  and  artists  as  well  as  Canadian Federal
government  othcers  including the  Canada Council began to protect and  create  Canadian
culture.
 It is not  wrong  to say  that the awakening  of  Canadian drama  coincides  with  this
period of  the Canadian identity crisis.  It has been.often  pointed out  that in Canada
there was  a  lack of dramatic literature of  any  real  distinction and  a theatrical
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tradition. After 1960, however,  this observation  proved  to'be  untrue.  On  November
2, 1960, the bilingual National Theatre school  opened  in Montreal. Frorn this mornent
on  a  great deal of exciting  indigenous work  began to come  out  of  various  theatrical
groups 
'and
 theatres such  as  Passe Muraille in Toronto, Tamahnous  Theatre Workshop
and  Playhouse Theatre Company  in Vancouver, the Manitoba Theatre Centre in
Winnipeg,  Saidye Bronfman  Centre Theatre and  Centaur Theatre in Montreal, Theatre
New  Brunswick in Fredericton and  the like. A  lot of  Canadian writers  began to write
plays dealing with  the problems  of  Canada, though  it 
'was
 not  always  easy  to publish
their works  in Canada.  . In the 1970's still more  writers  wrote  Canadian plays and
many  young  artists were  engaged  in performing  their own  plays on  the  stage.  Of
course,  it is true that some  are  termed  first-class artists, and  others  can  be,called
terribly crude  from  the artistic  and  dramaturgical point of  view.  But it is also  a  fact
that they  have been trying to create  Cdnadian drama, while  searching  for their
identity as  Canadians. As  John Ripley says,  "to  refiect  upon  the evolution-or,  more
accurately,  explosion-of  Canadian theatre since  1960 is to witness  a  cultural  miracle..,."
  The  following bibliography includes selected  plays, collections,  references,  biogra-
phies and  criticisms  written  by Canadian playwrights  or  edited  by Canadians from
1960 to 1979, with  only  one  exception,  that of  Sinclair's 71lee BVOod is Stro?rg published
in 1956. This list is arranged  in alphabetical  order  according  to author;  the  order
of  works  by the same  author  follows that of  their publication. Plays translated from
French into English are  listed with  their translators. I have not  included play reviews,
articles,  critical papers, and  French-written plays without  English versions  which  are
to be listed elsewhere  in the near  future. Although this bibliography is not  comple-
tely comprehensive,  I believe it does not  exclude  any  basically important data
concerning  the books on  Canadian drama in the 1960's and  1970's. I hope  it provides
students  and  scholars  with  information as  a basis for further study  and  research  in
this field.
                      Theatre," Literat:), Mstoi:), of Ckenade, Vol, III (Toronto : University*John  Ripley, `'Drama  and'of
 Toronto  Press, 1976), p. 212,
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